Policy Motion Log
Data entry of old policy motions
Hand written entries in ACS minutes will ignored without further explanation from the author
Missing ASC Minutes (1987-March 2010)
Oct, Nov, Dec 1987
1988
1989
Jan, Feb, Apr - Sept, Dec 1990
Jan - Jun, Oct 1991
Feb - Apr, July, Oct-Dec 1993
Jan - Mar, May - Nov 1994
Jan-Nov 1995
Log of Motions Reviewed from October 1987-January 1998
July-Sept 1999
April 2001
July, Aug, Nov. 2003
Mar, Jun, Jul, Sep, Oct, 2004
Feb, Mar, Jul 2005
Feb, May, Jun, Jul, Sept 2006
Jun, Sept, Oct 2007
March 2010
Date
(dd/mm/yyyy)

Proposer

Motion

Passed by

01/10/1987

The name of the area will be English Area of Narcotics Anonymous

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

18/10/1987

In order to voite on a proposition 51%, of eligible voting members must be present
at area meetings. If not, proposition must be carried to next area meeting.

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

In order to pass a proposition, 2/3 of the present eligible voting members must be
in favor of the proposition. In order to elect a trusted servent of the ASC, 51% of
present eligible voting members must vote in favor of the member.
Non voting member may only be recognized by the chair for questions directed to
the administrative committee or subcommittee reports. Non-voting members may
only be recognized at the chair's discretion.
Propositions must be submitted in writing to the secretary to be seconded. The
proposition will the be discussed at the next area meeting during new business.
Either the proposer or the seconder must be present at the meeting in order for the
proposition to be discussed.
Discussions of proposition will try to be kept to 15 minutes. If an agreement
cannot be reached, proposition is to be postponed until the next meeting or a
group conscience vote may decide to extend the discussion.
Right to vote: GSR or GSR-a, administrative committee members(except
chairperson), and subcommitee chairpersons.
Right to speak: GSR or GSR-a, administrative committee members,
subcommittee chairpersons, others at the discretion of the chair.
The group voted to rent a post office box which will become the official address of
the area. The secretary was given the mandate to open this box.
That the area table provide "IP #18" (Group starter kit) to any people requesting
information on starting a new group.

18/10/1987

18/10/1987

18/10/1987

18/10/1987
18/10/1987
18/10/1987
08/11/1987
10/01/1988
10/01/1988

That the treasuer of EANA hold all books and pay all bills for the subcommittees

10/01/1988

That any person wishing to serve as a trusted servant at the area identify
themselves as addicts only.

Oct87Oct95LOM

Superseded on

Impacts

10/01/1999

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

09/08/2009
10/01/1999
Policy
Policy
Admin
Policy

12/06/1988

The first section of the EANA Policy and Guidelines was approved.

11/09/1988

That anyone elected in mid-term will fulfill only the remainder of the existing term
and could then re-present themselves during the regular schduled elections for
that position

16/10/1988

The second section of the EANA Policy and Guidelines was approved.

13/11/1988

The third section of the EANA Policy and Guidelines was approved.

11/12/1988

Final approval given to the EANA Policy and Guidelines.

11/12/1988

The area newsletter would:
i)be a bi-monthly publication
ii)be screened before printing by the administrative subcommittee

Oct87Oct95LOM

DI

11/12/1988

The loction of future area meetings will be at the stanley street YMCA

Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy

08/01/1989

That there be three oppoturnities to voice questions and concerns. Once after the
treasures report and secretary's report, once after the GSR and subcommittee
reports, and finally after the administrative subcommittee report.

Oct87Oct95LOM

That the helpline subcommittee be setup like other subcommittees, with a chair
and vicechair and secretary: and they meet at least once a month and it be open
to all of the fellowship.
That the ASC pay for the printing of the newsletter (The Daily Inventory), and it will
be distributed to groups as needed, and to the Region.
That the Helpline Chair be given the manadate to re-adjust the Helpline
subcommittee budget

12/02/1989
09/04/1989
09/04/1989

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

That a service learning day be held every six months

09/04/1989

That the Public Information subcommittee be allotted $65 per month for literature.

11/06/1989

That the ASC treasurer give lessons to new Treasurers

11/06/1989

That EANA have a prudent reserve of $250

10/09/1989

That the secretary includes of subcommittee chairs, the treasurer, ASR and GSR's
in an addendum to the minutes and not re-report them in the minutes themselves.

Oct87Oct95LOM

02/11/1989

That the guidelines be changed to move the ASR and ASR-a elections to March,
and the treasurer to October.

02/11/1989

That EANA establish a name back(bank) of service volunteers.

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

11/02/1990
11/03/1990
11/03/1990
11/03/1990

Julie S.

That the GSR reports be condensed and included in the ASC minutes in order to
cut down the cost to the ASC for copying and postage.
That EANA form an Outreach subcommittee which would offer help and support
where necessary: to new meetings, isolated addicts, or meetings expereincing
serious lack of support.
Condense all subcommittee reports for the purpose of these area minutes
Make available regional minutes to any group to be photocopied at the group's
expense
That EANA support the helpline subcommittee in the purhcase and implimentation
of an answering machine (changing from the system at the time, using an
answering service.)

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

09/04/1989

14/01/1990

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC
ASC
ASC

20/10/1996
ASC DI
PI - Helpline
13/08/2006
PI - Helpline
Policy
01/04/1996
14/01/1990
ASC
Policy
ASC
Secretary
10/03/2002

ASC

ASC

ASC

Policy

Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy

08/04/1990

That "Starter Kits" be supplied to new GSRs

Oct87Oct95LOM

08/04/1990

That EANA Guidelines and Policies be changed to read(Section 10.2.3): "Shall
hold no other ASC, RSC, or WSC, member position except for interim position as
detailed earlier in these guidelines."

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

That the mandate to distribute GSR starter kits be given to the secretary.

Oct87Oct95LOM

Admin
Secretary

06/05/1990
08/07/1990
11/11/1990

Mary Lou

That intensive weekends be handles either as outside issues or as EANA
approved functions, with criteria for such to be decided more specifically at the
EANA table at a later date.
Revise the term of the ASR and ASR-a from 18 months to 6 months

11/11/1990

That the ASC create a Newletter subcommittee

10/02/1991

That before a new meeting is announced by GSRs in their group, there be
representation by the new group at the area table.

11/02/1991

Intensive Guidelines ratified at the area table

Oct87Oct95LOM

Admin

11/02/1991

ASC
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC
DI
Policy
Intensive

12/02/1991

That Guidelines available from the WSO for newsletters be used by the Daily
Inventory until EANA guidelines are in place

14/04/1991

Outreach guidelines ratified by the ASC table.

14/04/1991

That once a motion is made and seconded, and prior to discussion, the chair asks
the table if anyone is against the motion to eliminate unnecessary discussion.

Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy Admin

That we wave the role call of voting members until after the recess, as it is usually
at that time that the table needs to establish quorum to vote on issues.

Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy

That the proposed amendments to the H&I guidelines be passed by the ASC

ASC
Oct87Oct95LOM

09/06/1991
11/08/1991

Don

03/10/1991

That the ASC 7th tradition be moved to just prior to the recess
That operating Guidelines for existing sucommittees, or guidelines formed by Adhoc committees be voted on at the ASC table and not be brought back to the
groups for discussion.
That the Hospitals and Institutions subcommittee be given a $50.00 monthly
expense budget to be distributed at the subcommittee's discretion

03/10/1991
03/10/1991
03/10/1991

Literature Subcommittee Guidelines ratified at the area table

03/10/1991

That telephone list of all ASC members be distributed to all members, so long as
participation is voluntary.

06/10/1991

That GSR-a's be included on EANA mailing list for minutes of ASC meetings.

06/10/1991

That helpline, outreach, and public information subcommittees be consolidated.

10/11/1991

The Daily Inventory subcommittee guidelines ratified by the ASC table.

10/11/1991

The Administrative subcommittee guidelines ratified by the ASC table.

12/01/1992

Adam

12/01/1992

Neil S.

All discussion concern candidate for trusted servant positions take place while
candidates are in the room, and that once the candidate leaves the room for the
vote no more discussion takes place.
That after the break we add a tally of voting members after recall to order.

12/01/1992

That EANA meeting lists indicate wheelchair accessability for meetings

12/01/1992

That we recinde the vote that amalgamated the helpline, outreach, and public
information subcommittees.

21/03/1992
12/04/1992
12/04/1992
03/05/1992
03/05/1992
03/05/1992
03/05/1992
03/05/1992
09/08/1992
13/09/1992
13/09/1992
13/09/1992

04/10/1992

04/10/1992

08/11/1992

08/11/1992

08/11/1992

10/01/1993
10/01/1993

When a meeting is held at an EANA entertainment event only new-comer key tags
will be presented (no other clean time celebrations)
That the chair, vice chair, ASR (RCM), ASRa (RMCa), treasurer, and secretary
Gay
form the administrative committee and the EANA ASC guidelines be changed to
reflect this name change.
That subcommittee meetings take place in an NA meeting room or a specific
Sean
location other than a members home.
Mike K
That debate, 3 for, 3 against, only be held prior to the vote
That ASC meetings start at 10:00am with a scheduled break at 12:30 for 20
Sue H.
minutes.
If a position is left empty, and some of the task of the position must be performed,
Adam W.
a member present may performs those tasks, but may not fill the position on a
temporary or pro-temp basis.
Gay A.
That old business be moved in the agenda prior to new business.
That the administrative committee will ratify the PI guidelines and they will be
"automatically accepted by the ACS table if the administrative committee seconds
a set of guidelines."
Public Information guidelines as presented to the ASC were ratified as per the
mandate given the administrative committee to do so.
That section 5.0 of the EANA policy and guidelines include the 12 concepts for NA
service
We read the 12 concepts at the beginning of every ASC meeting
Alex/Ask the
That all new proposals list the name of the proposer and seconder and not the
Basket
committee they represent
It is proposed that we discontinue the actual helpline subcommittee and all position
within that subcommittee but that we keep in our archives the guidelines and
Jean-Simone
positions of the helpline subcommittee for future references and or for reactivating of the helpline subcommittee
It is proposed that we create within the EANA service structure 2 positions which
are as follows, help line representative and help line representative alternate.
(Archived minutes contain description of and responsibilities for both positions
which are at the present time irrelevant.)
All new subcommittee guidelines and any changes to them must be included in the
month subcommittee reports. This will be the only policy concerning
Adam
subcommittee guidelines. All relevant sections of the ASC guidelines will be
changed to reflect this
All administrative committee members and subcommittee chairs clean time
requirements be lowered to 2 years and we remove escalator clause (gradual
Ron
increase of clean time requirements) from the EANA guidelines
That the helpline representative and alternate roles, responsibilities and
requirements were ratified at the ASC table. (These correspond with the 2000
version of the EANA ASC Policy and Guidelines)
That the EANA treasurer mail the certified literature check directly to the region
Adam
along with the literature, order which the literature subcommittee will provide at the
ASC meeting.
EANA abolish the outreach subcommittee and give responsibility of the outreach
Jean-Simone
efforts to the PI subcommittee.

Entertainment

14/01/1993

That the recess be extended to 30 minutes.

01/02/1993

That we designate the side of the room farthest from the window as non-smoking

Oct87Oct95LOM

DI
Outreach

H&I
ASC
11/8/1992
partially

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

H&I
Literature
Policy Admin
Policy Admin
10/20/1996 and
3/10/2002

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

DI
Admin

ASC

Policy ASC

ASC
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC
Literature
10/20/1996 and
3/10/2002

ASC

Activities

ASC

ASC
ASC and
Subcommitte
Policy

ASC
ASC
ASC

ASC

01/12/1994

ASC

Policy

ASC

Policy

ASC

PI - Helpline

Oct87Oct95LOM

PI - Helpline

Not specified

ASC

Not specified

Policy

ASC

Policy/Admin

Groups

20/10/1996

Groups

20/10/1996

ASC

ASC
Subcommitte
es

ASC

ASC and
subcommittee
s

Oct87Oct95LOM

PI - Helpline

ASC

Literature

ASC
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

10/03/2002
01/12/1994
Policy

01/03/1993

That when a meeting is held at an EANA entertainment event, only newcomer
keytags will be presented.

01/04/1993

That a vote with more than 1/3 obstentions will be withdrawn.

01/04/1993
13/06/1993

Ord

13/06/1993

Joanne

13/06/1993

Joanne

13/06/1993

Joanne

13/06/1993

Joanne

01/10/1993
01/11/1993
01/12/1993
01/03/1994
01/07/1994

That a new position be created, secretary alternate, require one year clean time.
It was proposed by the public information subcommittee to manufacture and sell
EANA T-shirts as a fundraising toll.
It was proposed that any member of admin present at the area table be able to
approve the minutes
It was proposed that the helpline alternate be able to take the position without
having to give up a GSR or GSR-a position.
It was proposed that a line be added to the treasurer's description in EANA
Guidelines 10.1.4b: "In keeping with existing booking practices"
It was proposed that section 15.2.1, 2.2 of the Guidelines also be corrected:
replace "annual audit" by "annual review" and "periodic review will be call" by
"periodic audit will be call"
It was proposed that the point 15 of the agenda, which is also part of our
Guidelines, reflect the chage of time for recess: 1 hour.
It was proposed that everything in the GSR binder (specifically, in this case updated EANA guidelines) be given to the groups at all times for free.
It was proposed that section 10.4 of the EANA Guidelines should read as follows:
"Trusted servents may be dismissed from their positions because of continuous
absenteeism, interuption of abstinence, gross neglect of responsibility or refusale
to comply with the documents listed in section 5.0 of these guidelines." The rest of
this section remains the same.
It was proposed that at 1/3 of obstentions all motions are considered tabled and
brought back to the ASC table for discussion the following month under old
business.
It was proposed that the Daily Inventory be alloted an additional $15 per issue to
print 50 extra copies for the Outaouais area.

01/08/1994
01/10/1994
01/12/1994
01/12/1994
01/12/1994
01/12/1994
01/01/1995

01/02/1995

01/02/1995
01/07/1995

That the entertainment subcommittee prudent reserve of $350 allotted by the area
be retained and managed by the subcommittee itself. All proceeds from the
entertainment events above $350 would be turned over to the area in a timely
manor. The entertainment subcommittee treasurer would be accountable for the
financial statements and bookeeping procedures involved. The entertainment
subommittee treasurer clean time requirement from 18 months to 2 years

01/08/1995

01/09/1995

That we insure all EANA events at a cost of $50.

01/09/1995
01/02/1996

01/02/1996

Admin

01/02/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/04/1996
01/05/1996
14/07/1996

James I

11/08/1996

Eric R./Dean
R.

20/10/1996
20/10/1996

01/11/1996

That EANA pay $25 each towards transportation expenses of the ASR and ASR-a
to go to the bi-monthly regional meetings.
A check for $400.00 for literature orders be prepared and certified before each
ASC meeting
At each monthly area administrative subcommittee meeting, the deposit book and
check book are verified to ensure that transaction have taken place in a
reasonable time period.
In September of each year, a financial review be done on the current fiscal, before
the close of the fiscal year on October 31.
An ad hoc subcommittee chair person be elected by the ASC to do a yearly
financial review.
Guidelines be formed under which the ad hoc subcommittee for financial review
can function with a clear mandate.
That Literature subcommittee regain the responsibility of remitting the check to
Regional Literature with the order
That debate on proposals be allowed at the ASC table prior to and after a
respective proposal has gone to the groups
That clean-up of the meeting faclility be conducted by the group prior to the
closing circle
That the ASC secretary be responsible for renewing the rental of the post office
box annually. That the secretary and the literature chairperson visit the box once
monthly, each, at separate times.

Richard
C/John D
Richard
C/John D

That EANA budget $20 per month for the translation of the ASR's report to the
region.
That the entertainment operating funds be increased from $350 to $400 to cover
the cost of insurance
1. Suspension of speaking rights
i) At the chair's eiscretion, any ASC member may have their speaking rights
temporarily revoked for a half or full day.
ii) This decision may be
overturned by a two thirds majority of all ASC members, no discussion - any ASC
member may call for appeal of the chair's decision.
2. Removal from position
i) Any ASC elected member may be removed from their position at any time by a
two thirds majority vote of all ASC voting members. The reason why this member
is being removed will be noted in the motion. (i.e. XXX is being removed because
they stole ASC
All Subcommittee create and produce their own "monthly financial report" forms.
These forms will be used to report on the financial status of the subcommitee. To
be handed in each month to the ASC treasurer.
That the prudent reserve be set to $500
That no checks be issued without receipt or detailed budget
The ASC secretary receives a copy of the bank statements and monthly cash
disperments for the archives
If there is no ASC treasurer than the ASC vice chair assumes book keeping
responsiblities
Upon election each incoming treasurer shall conduct an audit of the previous
treasurer
Its proposed that the entertainment subcommittee be given a petty cash fund of
$15 dollars per month this would cover a $10 per month rent expense and leave
$5 per month for miscellaneous expenses
It is proposed that the entertainment subcommittee guideline revisions be
approved at the area table today
That an elected member of the ASC be allowed to serve at other levels of service.
(i.e., Region or World)
It is proposed that the entertainment subcommittee name be changed to the
activities subcommittee so as to better reflect its function
That PI create the position of PI helpline representative to act as a liaison between
the PI subcommittee and the (Regional) helpline subcommittee
that any group or subcommittee which is not represented at the ASC be listed in
the minutes as "no representation" beside the group or subcommittee's name

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

Activities
01/02/1995
Policy Admin

ASC

Admin and
Literature

ASC

Admin

ASC

Admin

ASC

Admin

ASC

Policy

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

Literature
Policy
Policy

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

Admin
Admin
PI - Helpline
20/10/1996
PI - Helpline
Admin

Oct87Oct95LOM

Admin

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC
Policy

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM

ASC

Oct87Oct95LOM

DI

Oct87Oct95LOM

Activities

Oct87Oct95LOM
Oct87Oct95LOM

Policy
Policy

ASC

Activities

ASC

Admin

Dec95Apr97LOM

Subcommitte
es

ASC
ASC

Admin
Admin

ASC

Admin

ASC

Admin

ASC

Admin

ASC

Activities

ASC

Activities

Dec95Apr97LOM

Policy

ASC

ASC and
Activities

ASC
ASC(9-7-0)

That the helpline representative and alternate become the PI-helpline
ASC(Policy)
representative and alternate.
A vote be taken to change the name "Public Information" to "Public Information ASC
Helpline"
It is proposed that any regulation concerning conflict of interest about open
(NO VOTE
positions at the area and subcommittee level be recinded. Members would be
INDICATED allowed to hold more than one position, but less than three at the area and
LOM)
subcomittee level.

20/10/1996
Policy
ASC
ASC

ASC

10/11/1996
09/03/1997
09/03/1997
13/04/1997
18/01/1998
18/01/1998

Eric
R./Sharam

That, like regional meetings, the times of entrance and departure of all present at
the ASC be noted in the minutes
That a clean time anniversary list be added to the GSR announcement portion of
Eric/Nick
the ASC minutes.
Proposed that subcommittee meeting dates and locations be reinstated in the
Eric R/Jack
minutes
To make and EANA web page to contain factual announcements only and that the
Steve C/Dean
content be approved by the PI - Helpline subcommittee
That in the event of a convention subcommittee is formed all chair persons and
Eric/Lynn
the treasure positions of that committee be elected at the ASC
To form a convention subcommittee - only to hold yearly event, an EANA
Daryl G/ Brian
S
convention

ASC

Policy

ASC

Policy

ASC

Policy

ASC

PI - Helpline

Groups

09/04/2000

Groups

ASC
Admin and
Subcommitte

08/03/1998

Admin

All subcommittee chair persons attend admin meetings

ASC

19/04/1998

Patrick/Sama
ntha

That be there no smoking in the Area meeting room

ASC

Policy

ASC

Literature

Groups

Convention

17/05/1998
14/06/1998
18/10/1998
18/10/1998
13/12/1998
10/01/1999
14/02/1999
16/05/1999
09/04/2000
09/04/2000
09/04/2000

All literature orders must be signed by any trusted servant receiving the order to
make sure it was given
To change clean time requirement for hospitality chair for convention
Admin
subcommittee to 1 year
Motion to adhere to the 12 Traditions, 12 Concepts, and follow policy and
Admin
Guidelines
That the 1999 convention committee at the December area meeting, subsequent
Admin
committees should be elected at the October meeting
Brain
That H&I petty cash be increased by $40 to reflect an additional out-of-town H&I
S/Admin
meeting
Non voting members (guests) have the right to ask questions after each
Admin
committee reports and before elections
That all proposals that are to be brought back to the groups be done in writing by
Admin
the secretary of the area and a copy then by given to the GSR's
EANA does not join CANA or the Ontario region but rather focus our attention for
Admin
the CSL de Montreal and Quebec region
That an ASC archivist position be created, purpose being to update guidelines and
Lit
keep log of motions. Clean time 2 yrs, duration 2 years, ability to hold other ASC
Chair/Norm
positions, and no vote on the ASC [as ASC archivist] floor.
That the following years convention subcommittee elections be held one month
John D/Bill
prior to the current convention
To elect only the Chair, VC, treasurer, and secretary of the convention committee
Ed/Raymond
[at the ASC table].
Kevin/Paul

09/07/2000

DI

10/09/2000

Convention
Sub.

11/03/2001
11/03/2001
09/09/2001
13/01/2002
13/01/2002
10/03/2002
10/03/2002
14/04/2002
08/09/2002
12/01/2003

DI Mission statement accepted (mission statement not included in minutes)

EANAC 3 subcommittee report following convention (Subcommittee guidelines
and recommendation included)
That all subcommittee positions that are required to be elected at the ASC table be
Don/Ed
elected by a simple majority regardless of quorum
To change the area format so that questions for the group are presented
Don/Keith
immediately following each GSR report.
Motion put forth by ad-hoc guidelines subcommittee to add appendix B to
Ad-hoc
[appendix] A.
Activities
Activities proposed to change the meeting format in activities guidelines from
Subcom.
appendix A to appendix B
Motion that twice a year there be a workshop for group positions (GSR, secretary,
Admin
and treasurer)
That Area forms outreach subcommittee
To increase the volume (copies) of DI from 200 to 250
An increase of 10 dollars to the YMCA donation
Mark/DI chair
That DI be posted on the EANA website
Rose P.
That the activities subcommittee has its prudent reserve to $500.00
Inside Job
That all cell phones be turned off during the ASC meeting
GSR

ASC
ASC

ASC
09/04/2000

ASC

H&I

ASC

Policy

ASC

ASC

ASC

Policy

Groups

ASC

Groups

Convention
ASC/
Convention
DI Document
not found
Document not
found

Groups
ASC
ASC

ASC
ASC

Policy
ASC

ASC

Activities

ASC

Policy

ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC
ASC

Outreach
DI
Policy
DI/PI
Activities

ASC

ASC

Martha

To make the meeting list procedure as it was under the wing of the literature
committee

ASC

Literature

16/10/2005

Bill/Mike

That a position of treasurer be created for the literature subcommittee of EANA

Groups

09/11/2008

16/10/2005

Jeffery/Bill

Groups

14/09/2008

09/03/2003
08/02/2004

11/12/2005
12/03/2006
13/08/2006

H&I

13/08/2006

Dean/Bill

12/02/2007

Sandra/Bill

14/09/2008

H&I

09/11/2008

Lit Chair

12/04/2009

Eric O/Keith
M

12/07/2009

unclear in
minutes
(Keith M)

H&I proposes that the coordinators of the Foster and Oka treatment centers be
reimbersed for gasoline $10 each per month.
Any person elected at the ASC table cannot hold another position involving NA
funds
That H&I guidleness concerning inventory be expanded to included hardcover
literature.
H&I proposed that all coordinators and alternates be given at $10 transportation
allowance per month.
Have a "Learning Table" mandated for each activity subcommittee event, instead
of a whole day event learning day.
To add an item to the agenda. 15 minutes to process administrative business.
Literature orders, area donations, GSR reports, subcomittee reports, and other
business will be conducted. This will be added to the agenda after the admin
report, before the break.
To have $20 dollars available per facility per month as opposed to $10 per
coordinator per month
To abolish the position of the the treasurer of literature but to maintain two
separate bank accounts. Literature chair will still keep account records in event of
an audit.

Groups

ASC

Groups

H&I
14/09/2008

Groups

Activities

Groups

ASC

ASC

H&I

Groups

Literature

That EANA has all existing archives transferred to an electronic format to
make everything easier to handle.
That time sensitive motions can be passed at the Area table with unanimity
(consensus) when there is no quorum. These motions can be redressed the
following month, if any group wishes.

ASC (not
policy)

ASC

Groups

ASC

09/08/2009

unclear in
minutes
(Circle
Thursday)

That only groups have a vote at the Area Table: one group = one vote

Groups

ASC

13/09/2009

H&I

That the H&I alternate coordinator position be changed from a 6 month
commitment to a one year commitment.

ASC

H&I

08/11/1992

Pam

09/03/1997

Eric R./Dean

2000 binder

DI

That items 18-20 in the log of motions be stricken from the EANA guidelines
(Regarding restrictions and screening of Daily Inventory)
That admin approves all DI newsletters at the admin meeting before printing

ASC
ASC

Dissatisfaction with decision from admin about editorial control [of DI]. Proposal to
ask for decision [that DI needs to be approved by admin] to be overturned.

2000 binder

The proposal of having DI edited by admin was invalid [out of order] as it was not
brought back to the groups or discussed at area

2000 binder

To amend guideline March 97, Item #2. That admin approves all DI newsletters
before DI printing. To remove the need for admin approval of the DI.

DI
DI
DI

Tabled

DI

